
Prestigious residential development 
features exquisite Stone of London 
surfaces

Architectural interior design studio Gordon-Duff  & Linton specifi ed three 
stunning surfaces fabricated and installed by Stone of London for an 
elegant residential development featuring a penthouse suite.

The modern multi-room project features Grey Marquina (20mm) in the 
penthouse kitchens and bar areas, with Ice White quartz (20mm) as 
worktops combined with Carrara Marble (20mm) full-height splashbacks in 
the residential properties.

A beautiful and striking surface, Grey Marquina Marble features exquisite 
white veining combined with a dark , warm-grey base. It off ers a 
spectacular beauty to the stylish penthouse kitchens and bar areas, and 
because marble is a natural igneous stone, the veining and colours are 
completely unique. Grey Marquina Marble also has practical advantages, 
in that the material stays naturally cool and is not a big heat conductor…
perfect for baking! The marble also off ers a high level of heat resistance.

The Ice White quartz off ers a clean, fresh and architectural look to the 
kitchens in the residential developments. It blends seamlessly with the 
cabinetry and kitchen interior. Practically, quartz is an excellent choice for 
the kitchen worktop areas. It is completely non-porous and highly resistant 
to scratches and stains, meaning it will withstand the demands of modern 
life with ease. Visually, the Carrara Marble splashbacks add depth and 
texture to the clean lines of the kitchen and enhance the feeling of luxury 
in these modern apartments.

Stone of London were chosen to carry out the templating, fabrication and 
installation of the spectacular surfaces for this elegant residential project. 
The Stone of London team has experience of sourcing, fabricating and 
installing a large range of stone surfaces and tiles, whether marble, granite 
or quartz. Kitchen worktops is just one area of specialism, Stone of London 
are experienced residential and commercial fabricators having completed 
numerous project types.

Gordon-Duff  & Linton create bespoke interiors that are truly tailor-made 
and individual, which complement and are sympathetic to the fabric of the 
buildings they work on.

Grey Marquina

Having worked with Stone of London on several 
occasions, we have found them consistently 
dependable. They have always delivered 
excellent workmanship and results which are 
important to give the fi nishing touch of a 
project.
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